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EverytimeEvery time when you visit your friendâ€™s home, donâ€™t they have something unique and new
to show you.you? Well, this is the time for you to show something extraordinary. Think of a
suspended bar installed for your home bar, which will have something unique to show off to people.
Do divert your style from those of your friends and have ladder barsladder bars or ladder bar
suspensionladder bar suspension from the ceiling, which would be something completely new to
your friends.

A complete new look

The ladder bar suspension, gives an uplifted look of the bar, a few inches high in the air. The bottom
suspension system actually works in coordination with the above suspension system, thus giving an
uplifted look of the bar in the ceiling. To make the bar look more attractive fill it with beer and also
have shelf full of other refreshments. A cooler inside will add to the dramatic look.

Now you can also add support on the either suspended end with smaller legs. The key is choosing
the right kind of bracket and also the suspension system. Both will determine how well the
suspended bar is fixed up in the middle of air.

When you are thinking of ceiling suspension, you can fix the idea anywhere you feel like in your
home. Not necessarily, it has to be against the wall. Find out proper supporting beams and you are
ready to fix the bar up against the ceiling.

The overall ceiling suspension, looks like suspended bar, which is supported by metal rods, thatrods
that connect from the ceiling down straight to the counter. There is a space underneath for you to
place the bar stools. Underneath the counter, right in the center place the refrigerator and you will
find your friends catching up the bar with wonder.

Ladder bars render a fresh and innovative look to suspended bars. Thus, overall look of the bar
becomes appealing and also engaging.
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